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Chapter 1 : Â“My Rio Travel GuideÂ” Introduces Travelers to the Splendors of Rio de Janeiro - calendrierde
Sugar Loaf - The Definitive Guidebook: Visiting Rio de Janeiro's Most Famous Hill. Sugar Loaf is the second most
visited attraction in Rio, and it is definitely a must-visit.

Top 5 Things to See and Do in Brazil 1. Rio de Janeiro Rio has so much to offer visitors that it will take you
weeks to scratch the surface. Rio has more museums than you could imagine, endless beaches, parties,
delicious food, lively locals, and much more. There are many points of entry, chances to go hiking, camping,
and river tours. The beaches are fantastic and largely deserted as only people are permitted on the island at a
time. The falls are higher than and twice as wide as Niagara Falls. Admission price is 4 BRL. Other Things to
See and Do Click the title to expand the text 1. Maracana is one of the largest stadiums in the world and seats ,
supporters. Take in a match if you can. Music and dancing take over the streets with thousands of people
enjoying the celebrations before the start of the somber period of Lent. Brasilia Although not as famous as Rio
de Janeiro, Brasilia is definitely worth a visit. The city was inaugurated in and is a masterpiece of modernist
architecture, attracting aficionados the world over. The Pantanal These are the largest wetlands in the world,
located in the west, stretching into parts of Bolivia and Paraguay. Over 11, species of animal live in the
wetlands, from the rare Marsh Deer to the Giant Anteater and the Hyacinth Macaw. Sao Paulo Sao Paulo is the
third largest city in the world and the largest in South America, home to over 17 million people. Visitors to
this expansive city can enjoy world class nightlife, music, and cuisine. While it lacks the charm of Rio, I still
like it. Built in , it strongly reflects the Italian Renaissance influence from the time. It has been featured in
several movies. Many locals come here for their daily shopping. You can find almost anything you can
imagineâ€”fish, caimans, turtles, fruit, wine, and knick-knacks. Private rooms are about upwards of BRL. You
can book your hostel with Hostelworld. Small, family owned budget hotels are also widely abundant and cost
between BRL. Your own room in a homestay can cost as little as BRL. Food â€” Small, locally owned
restaurants here cost 14 BRL for a meal that includes a couple of courses and a drink. Grocery shopping is
very cheap, just about BRL per week. All prices are higher in Rio. Transportation â€” Long-distance buses are
a convenient, economical, and comfortable way to travel in the country. Bus tickets cost about BRL per hour
of travel. Be sure to buy your ticket at least one day in advance. Train service is limited to the tourist-oriented
steam train that offers transport in between two important Brazilian tourist towns, Sao Jao del Rei and
Tiradentes. Local public transportation costs 2. Uber is an option for inner-city transportation and is currently
available in 11 Brazilian cities. Amazon river cruises cost a few hundred dollars to thousands depending on
how long and luxurious they are. Museums and similar attractions cost around BRL. Using the budget tips
below, you can always lower this number. However, if you stay in fancier accommodation or eat out more
often, expect this to be higher! Money Saving Tips Agree on taxi prices â€” Agree on the price for your
journey with the taxi driver before setting offâ€”many drivers will refuse to use their meters and try to rip you
off. Couchsurfing connects you with locals who will give you not only a free place to stay, but also a local
tour guide who can introduce you to all the great places to see. Go off season â€” December to March is also a
pretty busy time as people from the Northern hemisphere escape the winter. Try to avoid these dates if you
want to keep prices low. Eat Coxinha â€” These are the perfect snack to keep you going on long bus journeys.
They are deep fried chicken pockets and cost just a few cents. It will show you how to easily collect and
redeem travel points for free airfare and accommodation so you can get you out of your house faster, cheaper,
and in comfort.
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Chapter 2 : Brazil - Wikitravel
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, June 24, --()-- The page book is designed to offer "everything a traveler needs to know about
visiting Rio de Janeiro," from safe travel to the best hotels.

A family, group of friends, couple? For a more precise quote, please answer below the questions above.
Glowing Custom Reviews Melody. We had a wonderful time in Rio! Anyone plans to visit Rio De Janeiro I
will tell to contact you as the best guide there. Please be in touch and when you are planning come to
California in the near future please let me know you are always welcome. We will recommend you any of our
friends should they visit Rio. Linda and I really appreciated our guided tour yesterday and want to thank you
so much. If you would like to use us as a reference at any time, I would be willing to give you a excellent
report. We enjoyed all the areas of Rio that you showed us, as well as the restaurant. We will definitely
recommend you to all our friends who want to see the best of Rio de Janeiro. Thank you very much and have a
great life. Best regards, Mikhail Shindelman" Michael, London - UK "The guided tour of Rio was excellent in
terms of its scope, your knowledge and insights, and your pleasant demeanor. Thank you for making that a
memorable afternoon! Best regards, Michael" "Madson was always close by to take a photo of us or answer
question but let us have our own space to enjoy and wander. You have showed us so many unknown places
and managed everything perfectly. Sunshine, no waiting lines, safty firstâ€¦ You made our trip to Rio de
Janeiro unforgettable" Robin Eilers. Tampa, Florida "I just want to thank you for the wonderful tour you took
me and my husband on while we were in Rio. The tour was most definitely my favorite part of visiting Rio. I
would highly recommend you to anyone visiting Rio. Thanks again for showing us the real Rio! Sweden "Just
wanted to drop you a line and thank you for an excellent tour. Both Shana and I enjoyed it very much! Getting
to meet with and put a tile on the Selaron staircase was a once in a lifetime moment. I will certainly
recommend you to any friends going to Brazil and wish you the best in your endeavors!! Arizona, USA
"Thank you for all your efforts - this made a huge difference for us, and really allowed us to see Rio from
many angles. UK "Marion and I were thrilled with your efforts. Everything was perfect and we have been
missing you and the weather and RIO! All the best for the future. We never felt rushed and yet got to see a lot
more than our plan. Madson on French TV Watch this portion of French television documentary about Rio de
Janeiro in which I served as the tour guide for the television film crew and reporter. I have also been
interviewed. Thank You I appreciate your enquiry. I will get back to you within a few hours.
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Chapter 3 : Thank You - Tour Guide Rio - Personal Tour Guide in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Christ the Redeemer Statue: A comprehensive guidebook to visiting the Rio de Janeiro landmark atop Corcovado
Mountain. IMPORTANT UPDATE: I apologize but the sales of the e-books My Rio Travel Guide, Christ the Redeemer
statue and Sugar Loaf has been indefinitely discontinued due to my lack of time to update the content.

Rio de Janeiro Brazil has many exciting cities, ranging from pretty colonial towns and coastal hideouts to
hectic, lively metropolises; these are a few of the more prominent travel destinations: Noteworthy buildings
include a basket-shaped cathedral, the beautiful Arches Palace seat of the Ministry of Justice and others. Major
destination for Argentines during the summer months. Fortaleza -- The fifth biggest city in Brazil, blessed
with beautiful beaches. Home of the Iracema Beach street market. A good base for exploring the beaches of
the northeastern coast, including Jericoacoara. Manaus - Located in the heart of the Amazon, is the capital of
Amazonas State and it is also the biggest city of the Amazon. The best place to go to visit the Amazon
rainforest. Recife - A city in the Northeast region, originally settled by Dutch colonizers. Nicknamed "The
Brazilian Venice", it is built on several islands linked by many bridges. Rich in history, art and folklore. Do
not miss neighboring Olinda and Porto de Galinhas. The city is also a gateway to the amazing archipelago of
Fernando de Noronha. Rio de Janeiro - World famous, beautiful city that welcomes visitors with a big statue
of an open-armed Jesus atop Corcovado Hill. Salvador - The first capital of Brazil is home to a unique blend
of indigenous, African and European cultures. Its Carnival fun is famous, and the influence of African culture
and religion is remarkable. From there, two other islands can be reached: Venezuelan citizens may enter the
country with a valid ID card and stay up to 60 days. No visa is required for stays of up to 90 days from holders
of passports from these countries, unless otherwise indicated: Note that the immigration officer has the right to
restrict your visa to less than 90 days, if he deems fit. This has been done routinely for lone male travellers
arriving in Fortaleza , allegedly to combat prostitution tourism. He will then state the number of days e.
Citizens from all other countries complete list [1] do require a visa. The fees vary depending on reciprocity:
The reciprocity, however, also frequently applies to visa validity: US citizens can be granted visas valid up to
10 years and, likewise, Canadian citizens for up to 5. This electronic visa is valid for multiple entries within
two years and stays of up to 90 days in a one-year period and costs USD The visa process is particularly
tedious for US citizens, because Brazil has a reciprocal visa policy with all countries, and special attention
should be paid. There are several consulates in the country but you MUST apply to the consulate that covers
your jurisdiction. You must submit a copy of your ID or a utility bill as proof of residence even if that is not
listed anywhere. Visa sections do not accept telephone calls and you may have to email them in advance to
clarify any specific situation. For a tourist visa, you MUST submit a copy of your plane ticket or reservation, a
photo, and your signature. As of Dec , you need to upload the photo and the signature online and the files must
have specific sizes. The photo needs to have a 1. Each consulate will list the processing time, unless there is a
life-or-death emergency, they would not process your application sooner than stated. The consulate would not
even notify an applicant if documents are missing. If you do not have all the documents, your application will
be denied, fee will be charged, and processing time starts from 0. Apply 2 to 3 months in advance or go in
person if possible. Tourist visas including those granted on the spot in immigration control, as for most
Europeans can be extended at any office of the Policia Federal. All state capitals, and most border towns and
international ports have one. Tourist visas only be extended once, for a maximum of 90 days, and under no
circumstances can you be granted more than days with a tourist visa for any day period. You should contact
the federal police about 1 week before your visa expires. You may be asked for an outbound ticket book a
fully refundable one on the internet, then cancel when your visa is extended , and a proof of subsistance for
which your credit card is mostly accepted. Do not pay the fee until you have spoken with a federal police
officer about your case. Failure to enter Brazil within 90 days will invalidate the visa, no matter how long it is
otherwise valid for. Some federal police officers have mistakenly given foreigners the even number stamp
upon entering. If you have the even number stamp and try to extend the visa in a city that is not your port of
entry, you will be told to return to the city where you received the incorrect stamp so that it may be corrected
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before you can receive the extension. By law you are required to produce your outbound ticket upon entry, but
this is only enforced in exceptional cases. You will be made to pay this at the border crossing. As this can take
time, it could be wise to do it a few days up front at a federal police office, especially if you have a domestic
to international flight connection. The federal police will then give you 8 days to get out of the country. When
you are travelling from certain tropical regions to Brazil you need a yellow fever vaccination and the
certificate showing you had this. Note that it is illegal to bring in animals, meat, dairy, seeds, plants, eggs,
honey, fruit, or any kind of non-processed food without a permit. By plane[ edit ] Your legal rights and duties
as an air passenger under Brazilian law Free check-in baggage allowance: On international flights departing
from Brazil, all passengers are entitled to check-in at least 2 bags each weighing up to 32 kg free of charge. On
domestic flights within Brazil on aircraft with more than 31 seats , all passengers are entitled to check-in bags
that weigh up to 23kg in total free of charge. Assistance from your airline in the event of a flight delay,
cancellation or refused boarding: Many undersubscribed flights within Brazil can be had for bargain prices.
Other direct flights include: Taag Angola to Luanda about 3 times a week. From Oceania there are services
avaible to Brazil through connections in intermediate stops: Sydney is also served by Ethiad Airways via Abu
Dhabi. The Northeastern capitals have slightly shorter flying times to Europe and North America: TAP
Portugal [5] is the foreign airline with most destinations in Brazil, from Lisbon and Porto , and provides
extensive connection onwards to Europe and Africa. Air travel in Brazil has increased exponentially in the
past few years, partly as a result of the poor condition of many Brazilian roads qv and the absence of any
viable railroad network cf India. It is still relatively inexpensive with bargains sometimes available and easily
the best option for long distance travel within the country. Some major aiports, particularly those in Sao Paulo
and Rio, are, however, becoming very congested. By car[ edit ] The main border crossings are at:
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Chapter 4 : Brazil Travel Guide: What to See, Do, Costs, & Ways to Save
My Rio Travel Guide added 9 new photos to the album: Rio de Janeiro â€” in Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro. Sp S on S
so S red S Â· October 21, Â· Rio de Janeiro.

Praia da Moreninha on the Guanabara Bay, but often not clean enough for swimming Cariocas have a unique
beach culture, with a code of customs which outlanders even Brazilians from other cities can misconstrue
easily. The majority of females wear thong bikinis fio dental. Until the s, men and boys wore speedos, but then
wearing bermuda shorts and baggy trunks became more common. Speedos "sungas" in Portuguese , especially
with a square leg cut, have made a comeback. In contrast to women, it is not the cultural norm for men to wear
thong swimwear in Rio, and the tiny minority who do so will feel conspicuous. Jammers are less common but
still accepted. Walking vendors on the beach are often the best place to buy Brazilian swimwear with low
prices and a wide choice. It is important to look after your possessions, particularly on the beaches most
popular with tourists - Copacabana and Ipanema. If you do take valuables to the beach, keep them in front of
you while sitting or under your head while lying down. You wait for the wave to come behind you then swim
on top of it until it crumbles next to the sand. Some even accept credit cards. All along the beaches there are
also permanent vendors who will sell you a beer and also rent you a beach chair and an umbrella for a few
Reais. Corcovado[ edit ] Viewing Rio from top of the m high Corcovado meaning hunchback hill with its
landmark statue of Cristo Redentor Christ the Redeemer is most impressive and a truly breathtaking
experience. Pedro II ordered the construction of the railroad to Corcovado and, in , a steam train brought the
first visitors up the steep mountainside. Some 50 years later, the elegant art deco statue of Cristo Redentor was
assembled on site and opened on October 12, Ever since, Cristo Redentor on top of Corcovado hill is Rios
ultimate symbol, receiving over one million visitors a year. Before going, check the weather, because
sometimes the clouds envelop the peak, some days throughout the day and more often in the late afternoon. At
dusk, enjoy watching as the city lights come on and the statue is bathed in golden lights. When there are low
clouds, consider going to the Dona Marta lookout by taxi. At m the view is not bad either and there are no
crowds. Get here by taxi or take the Metro-Onibus Expresso combination see above from Largo do Machado
or bus lines , and from Leblon, Ipanema or Copacabana. From Downtown, take the lines , , and After reaching
Cosme Velho, there are shuttle vans to bring you up to the entrance. The most popular way of reaching the top
is the funicular train, ascending 20 minutes long through lush vegetation. The queue for the train, in Cosme
Velho, can get rather long. Try going when the morning coach parties have already passed through and many
tourists are having their lunch or in the afternoon. Going by Van The official van leaves from three points in
the city which makes getting around that little bit easier. Picking up the van in: They leave every 15 minutes
and the non-stop route takes about 45 minutes to arrive with usual traffic. The final trip back down Corcovado
is between 6 pm and 6: It will take about 30 minutes in all to get from there to the entrance to the Christ. It
takes about 50 minutes to get from the shopping mall to the top of the Corcovado. To take the van from the
Visitors Center, the prices are as follows: The van leaves from the Visitor Center every day between 8 am and
6 pm with the final van leaving the top of Corcovado between 6 pm and 6: Along the way, views onto the city
are better than from the funicular. Alternatively, you can hike but the last 3km from the funicular station
Paineras on a picturesque trail that passes by several waterfalls and the Dona Marta lookout. Due to numerous
robberies on the forest-trail up Corcovado, the path has been closed to the public in past and individuals
should opt to take the bus or van up to the top. Going atop is one of the most popular activities in Rio and a
definite must-do. Several vantage points offer magnificent views of the bay, the city center and west to the
famous beaches and beyond, so that you will get a good idea of the layout of the Marvelous city. Do not make
the mistake of thinking you have seen enough once you have seen the view from Corcovado. Try Sugar Loaf
at sunset for a truly mind-blowing experience. The massif is endowed with lush vegetation, a remnant of the
forest that once covered all of the bay area. The lucky ones can see toucans, parrots, monkeys and butterflies
flitting through the trees. Access is by means of an aerial cable car offering magnificent views. Built in , the
so-called Bondinho was one of the first cable cars of this type in the world. The Bondinho is used by people
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every day and has two sections: On top, there is well-developed infrastructure like cafes, restaurants, shops, a
cinema and even a helipad. The gondolas, accommodating 64 passengers each, are in service between 08h10
and 20h00 way down until 20h40 and free from 19h00 [50]. There, you can stroll along the Atlantic shore or
take an unsigned turnoff uphill to the middle station on Morro Urca. The trail starts on the northern end of
Praia Vermelha and is open daily 08h00 to 18h00 for free. Prices if you combine the hike and the cable cart:
Then, you would have to buy the ticket above to get from Morro da Urca to Praia Vermelha, or you could just
hike back down. You can buy the tickets online or at the ticket centers next to Praia Vermelha beach. You can
only buy tickets in these two places, so be careful if you hike to Morro da Urca and want to get a cable car
back down â€” you will have to get a ticket at the bottom first lesson learned from personal experience! Debit
card, credit card, and cash are all accepted. Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas[ edit ] The Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas is
large lagoon in the middle of South Zone, with great views to Corcovado and Ipanema and Leblon beaches;
you can jog or cycle all the way round; there are skating areas and you can hire little peddle-operated boats. It
has recently been renovated for the World Cup. Inside is the Soccer Museum. Arpoador[ edit ] Arpoador,
Barrio Arpoador , [1]. Consider the view from the top of the rocky point or terrace Arpoador Inn. This well
kept, magnificent and very lush botanical garden [3] is both a park and a scientific laboratory. Situated east of
the lagoon it is one of the most beautiful parks in Rio. Emperor John VI founded the Botanical Garden in as a
nursery for herbs, teas and spices imported from Asia, exclusively for the royal family. In the garden was
opened to the public, with the addition of ponds and scenic trails and the introduction of a wide range of
plants. Today is one of the most important botanical gardens in the world, with species of plants growing in
their natural habitats and in greenhouses. Highlights include orchids, bromeliads, ferns, splendid forests of
giant bamboo, a collection of medicinal plants, stunning trees which red flowers perched on the same tree and
giant cacti. Colorful parrots, hummingbirds, butterflies and monkeys live in the vegetation. A good place to
start your visit is the Grotto Kar Glasl, where you see the giant water lilies in the pond adjacent and can see the
statue of Christ the Redeemer in the distance. Best-known is the Avenida das Palmas Imperiais, a long central
avenue shaded by imperial palms, huge trees descended from a single planted in early nineteenth century.
They retain some of the original buildings of the garden, the Interpretive Center is located in an old sugar mill.
There is also a Japanese Garden and two restaurants with terraces that allow to prolong your visit. Not far
from the cafe, you may hear swooshing sounds - look up and you can see small monkeys swinging from tree
to tree. If you take the bus, note that Jardim Botanico is also the name of a neighborhood, so make sure you
get off at the right spot for the entrance. This white modern building houses an important collection of
Brazilian art, Roberto Burle Marx designed the courtyard and the mural. The foundation created by the
wealthy banker occupies the old home of the family clan. Perspectives and refined materials, the building was
designed by Olavo Redig, the garden by Burle Marx. It has the best private collection of photography in Brazil
Marc Ferrez. It also holds exhibitions of painting and sculpture. Temporary exhibition hall, always of great
interest. Displays a large collection of photographs of the city of Rio de Janeiro. It also has cinema, library and
cafeteria.. This small park attracts by its history and romance of the place. Acquired by an English lord in it
was transformed into a landscaped park, then it changed of owner a wealthy industrialist. To the joy of his
wife, the singer Gabriella Bezanzoni Lage, he built a beautiful mansion that today is the school of fine arts.
Concerts and shows are organized regularly. The courtyard houses a coffee, there are strange concrete
structures to entertain kids and the park has remnants of Atlantic Forest with some interesting sub-tropical rain
forest plants and wildlife. The museum occupies one of the most impressive and best known buildings by
famous architect Oscar Niemeyer. This amazing seventeenth century Benedictine monastery and its church
stands on a hill in the center of the city. Despite the simple exterior of the church, its interior is filled with
extravagant gold leafs.. Founded in by a group of Portuguese immigrants, this gem neogothic surprised by the
elegance of its facade and its high altitude room full of thousands of books. With a church atmosphere, where
the light is filtered by a colorful stained glass windows, readers try to study interrupted by a fleet of onlookers.
Founded by Portuguese immigrants in , the Manueline style building. The interior is a wood library with
coffered ceilings and carved columns. It is the most modern neighborhood of Rio beach since , when Morales
Vinicius wrote The Girl From Ipanema about a beautiful woman he saw on the beach. The beautiful people
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still frequenting the stylish bars and clubs ipanema.
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Chapter 5 : calendrierdelascience.com: My Rio Travel Guide - Travel Guide Books to Rio de
See more of My Rio Travel Guide on Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of My Rio Travel Guide on
Facebook. Log In. Forgot account? or. Create New.

Here are my favorites! The most common dish in Brazil is the side dish- rice and beans. Many times the beans
are cooked with meat! So you always have to make sure you ask for the vegetarian version. Rio de Janeiro is
also unique because of the vegan events held every other week. These fairs are so much fun! Cheeses, classic
Brazilian dishes like Coxinhas, icecreams, and more. Teva- the best vegan food in Rio This upscale
plant-based restaurant and bar is not only the best vegan place in Rio but probably in Brazil. Their appetizers
as well are made with fresh veggies and have great flavor combinations. Something difficult to find in Latin
America Price: The place is strictly vegetarian and has many vegan items. In additional of their Latin cuisine,
they also have many middle eastern dishes. In this store in Ipanema, you can find practically all the vegan
products Brazil has to offer. They also some food that you can buy frozen and make at home. Meat ones or
Vegan. But this place got me to love them! They have several vegan options that are marked in the menu
alongside other dishes. Hareburger can be found in several locations but I always ate at the mall Rio Sul when
I was escaping the heat of Rio. The place is located in the center, downtown and you would have to really look
at the street numbers in order to find it. Once you get the number right you will have to go up the stairs and
then just let your nose lead you. The food there is Brazilian food, simple and good local food. All in all this
place is a good solution for a lunch after spending the morning at Copacabana beach. Otherwise, you can just
ask for sushi with veggies at other restaurants.
Chapter 6 : 10 Things Not To Do in Brazil â€“ Fodors Travel Guide
calendrierdelascience.com is tracked by us since November, Over the time it has been ranked as high as in the world,
while most of its traffic comes from USA, where it reached as high as position.

Chapter 7 : My Rio Travel Guide (calendrierdelascience.com) full social media engagement report and hist
Title Description Keywords; November 18, My Rio Travel Guide - Travel Guide Books to Rio de Janeiro. Rio de Janeiro
Travel Guide. Visit Rio with updated insider's information featured in the best local travel guidebooks to Rio de Janeiro.

Chapter 8 : My Rio Travel Guide - Travel Guide Books to Rio de Janeiro
To create My Rio Travel Guide review we checked calendrierdelascience.com reputation at lots of sites, including
Siteadvisor and MyWOT. Unfortunately, we did not find sufficient information whether Myriotravelguide is safe for
children or does not look fraudulent.

Chapter 9 : My Rio Travel Guide reviews and fraud and scam reports. Is Myriotravelguide legit and safe?
"My Rio Travel Guide" Introduces Travelers to the Splendors of Rio de Janeiro For anyone preparing a trip to Rio de
Janeiro, the just officially released "My Rio Travel Guide" from Madson Araujo, a local tour guide, is a comprehensive
guidebook to the sites, sounds and sizzle of Rio.
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